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EXT. OUTSIDE A HOUSE IN COVENTRY

A young man stands outside a house, he looks unsure as he

goes to knock the door.

INT. HOUSE

Inside the house a young girl looks out of the window to the

door step, she see the man outside and walks to the door.

BARBERA

Oh hi are you here to fix my light?

come in.

MICK

Yeah, Thanks

Barbera walks away from the door leaving it open, MICK walks

in, he wipes his feet and slowly closes the door, he follows

her to the garage where shes opens the door. Barbera is seen

in the distance picking up a key from the table she turns

and walks back to the door unlocking the garage. She walks

inside its dark, she motions for him to follow,

MICK

Wheres the light?

BARBERA

just on the left

BARBERA

Right, stand still I know that

torch is around here somewhere...

Suddenly a surge of electricity is heard and a scream of

pain in a male voice.

BARBERA

Mick?.... Mick?

Barbera shines the torch down to the ground and sees a

frazzled Mick on the floor, his hair is static and smoke is

rising from his body he has a look of fear on his face, he

has obviously been electrocuted.

BARBERA

Oh get up.

Barbera kicks Micks foot

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

BARBERA

OH GOD!

Barbera runs upstairs and locks the door just in time to

hear a second knock at her door, its he neighbour MAUDE.

BARBERA

Hello lisa

LISA

You akright? I heard screaming, i

got worried.

BARBERA

Oh, sorry im fine thanks.

LISA

What happened? whats wrong?

Barbera motions for lisa to follow, she follows her down the

stairs and the same surge and a female scream is heard,

Barbera shines the torch to the floor to see Maude has met

the same fate. she runs upstairs and uses her mobile

BARBERA

James? please get here quickly.

INT. BARBERAS HOUSE EVENING

JAMES Barbera’s son walks through the door, he looks

worried, Barbera is sitting on the sofa rocking back and

fourth.

JAMES

Barb.... are you ok?

BARBERA

JAMES! you have to help me, please

don’t judge me.

JAMES

Barb... what is it?.... whats wrong

BARBERA

It was an accident.

JAMES

Barb? what happened?

BARBERA

Well.... remember your old friend

Mick? he came around and he went

(MORE)
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CONTINUED: 3.

BARBERA (cont’d)

into the garage to fix the light

bulb and there was an accident and

then lisa to and....

JAMES

Oh christ.... Barb? What did you

do?

BARBERA

They are dead.... in the basement

electrocuted.

James walks down to the basement, he turns on a light and

sees nothing. He walks over to his Barb looks her in the

eye. he holds her hand as he sits next to her

JAMES

Barb....have you taken your pills?

FADE OUT


